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PSQM Submission Review Round 13 summer 2017



Criteria



Name of school



5209 St Johns CE Primary School



Name of teacher



Beverley Casewell



Hub leader



Hellen Ward



Hub



Round13 - Kent Hub



Level submitted



Gold



Reviewer



Anna Hammill



Indicator



A1



There is an effective subject leader for science



A2



There is a clear vision for the teaching and learning of science.



Observations It is clear that you are a very effective leader from the overall quality of this submission. You have clearly identified what the school needs to focus on to develop science and have moved the teaching and learning of science from when you took over the leading of this subject. The action plan is realistic and thorough and your logs provide evidence that you have successfully led the school forwards in Science. It is good to see that your leadership was acknowledged with OFSTED. Not only are you effective within school but two other underperforming local schools have benefited from your continued support, colleagues in other schools benefit from you leading the local network meeting and colleagues have listened to you at the ASE conference. It is clear that you are a very effective gold level subject leader! Well done! A good set of principles which captures the essentials of outstanding science teaching and learning. It is clear that the principles have impacted on teaching and learning across the school. I like how you set out your portfolio slide showing evidence of each principle in action through pictures, work and quotes. It is clear that the principles are understood by teachers and children and they are used to form the basis of the planning. Displaying them on the walls and website ensure all stake holders are aware of them. I like how you want your next steps to be that the principles are understood and shared by the new staff and the teaching assistants. Will you involve parents or governors next time when you come to review the principles? Are there any that you think needs to evolve now that you are working at such a high level?
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A3



A4



The current School Development Plan has appropriate and active targets for science.



There is a shared and demonstrated understanding of the importance and value of science to children's learning.



A5



The science coordinator knows about science teaching and learning across the school



B1



Colleagues have had opportunities for CPD within science including training and support that increases their skills, knowledge & understanding



It is good to see that the SDP has appropriate targets for science which has helped to drive teaching and learning forward this year. Your reflection and portfolio give evidence to support your SDP core document. Each of your targets have been addressed and the impact evaluated. It is lovely to read that your head teacher invited other head teachers to look at your Science work and evaluate the impact for them at their schools. You’ve said your next steps are embedding current practise and continuing to develop beyond school. What implications would this then have for next year’s CPD, training needs and resources for the school? Staff appear to have taken science on board and are making a big effort to raise its profile. There is a visible presence of science in the school through the range of displays, television slide show and photographs and blog on the website of activities taking place. It is clear that all members of staff are sharing good examples of science learning through the use of the blog, regular updates to parents, science week, parent surveys and the use of the outdoors including the pond, nature area and bug garden. It is nice to read that the eco team and volunteers from the community have transformed the outdoor area which is being used. Parental involvement also built a bottle green house in workshops and helped to develop the outdoors. From other parts of your portfolio I know that you have continued to demonstrate the value of science beyond your school including the pop up stand at the ASE and through your local networks. Make sure you involve the press at your events so you can share what you are doing beyond the local community. I just wonder what feedback you have had from the other schools you have supported and visitors to your school that provided evidence that the wider school community understands the importance of science to children’s learning. Through book and planning scrutiny, learning walks, lesson observations, drop in monitoring, informal staff discussions and pupil voice you obviously have become familiar with teaching and learning across school. This is apparent from other parts of your portfolio. This range of evidence has been gathered and scrutinised to form a clear view of the teaching and learning and verified with the SLT and governors. Clear examples are given where an issue has been identified, CPD put in place, support given and then follow up showing an improvement- this is good practice. I particularly enjoyed reading about the science ambassadors commenting during the lesson observation and giving their view point- I’m going to put this in place at my school! From your CPD log and reflection it is clear that there has been a range of CPD taken place for both the SL and the staff. Through your own CPD via network meetings and external CPD it has allowed you to have the necessary skills and use this to support staff during whole school CPD, informal drops ins with staff 1:1 and tutorials for staff. You have taken on board the needs of the staff, from informal discussions, and have ensured that they have been met through CPD on learning objectives, AFL, assessment, cross curricular links and enquiry. The learning objective example is a great example and shows what it was like before and after the CPD. Have you carried out follow up staff discussions in order to plan in next year’s CPD? Working with the Forest School SL has allowed you to really get the maximum benefit from forest schools by linking it with the science curriculum. Your knowledge has allowed you to lead staff CPD beyond your school including setting up and leading the network meeting, colleagues at the ASE conference and directly with staff at other schools. How are you going to continue to lead CPD beyond your own school next year?
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B2



B3



C1



I don’t need to dig too deeply on this one, as the evidence is all through the portfolio. It is lovely to read a submission that contains such a wide variety of teaching and learning approaches! You fully understand how your children learn and as a school you do lots to ensure that a variety of learning methods are used to keep science lessons exciting and engaging. Through lesson observations and pupil voice you have seen the impact of the principles in action and CPD and have evidence of the effective use of forest schools, BBC Terrific Scientific, curiosity curriculum, Explorify and science club. I particularly like the idea of TED days. I think that is a lovely idea and definitely something There is a range of teaching worth doing in addition to the STEM week (which is great that you have and learning approaches extended it from a day to a week and made it cross curricular). You have provided some evidence about how the children record (after stating they didn’t enjoy written methods based on pupil voice) including models, using technology and via comic strips. Have you considered using concept cartoons/ drama/ thinking skills strategies/ writing letters or tweets to scientists? It is clear that visitors have been inspired by your work and taken it back to their school. Have you had any feedback from other staff about how the penny challenge worked from the staff at Holmewood house or the other schools you have shared this with? Resources have been an ongoing area to develop after being an initial audit in 2012 rated them inadequate. Links with secondary schools and outside agencies is helping you enhance the resources opportunities in school via physical resources and specialist teachers. It is good that the Y6 use the There is a range of up-to-date, secondary school’s labs for additional science such as Bunsen burners. Is there quality resources specifically any scope for other year groups to use the same facilities? ICT such as data for teaching and learning loggers, visualisers, iPad and some apps were discussed and seen on the science. ICT is used both as a portfolio. You are very lucky to have a TA specifically for Science who is tool and as a resource for performance managed and has the science target as part of it. Likewise the teaching science ambassadors looking after the resources. There are lots of free resources and kits out there to loan. The Royal Microscope Society and the Linnean Society have free kits which are worth looking into. Have you thought about creating resources for the benefit of others such as writing for Primary Science magazine? You have a really exciting enquiry based way of learning going on at your school. Children are working independently and from the evidence you have given they appear confident and accustomed to doing this including reflecting, being All pupils are actively are challenged and making decisions. Enrichment opportunities also allow the engaged in their own learning children to independently make decisions through the in school science club and achievement; and also the science club at the local secondary school catering for the G and T independently making children. How many children benefit from both of these clubs? Have you decisions, answering their considered the G and T children running the Science club for the younger own questions, solving real children? Children and parents benefit from the science homework set and problems. enjoying the learning process. Other initiatives such as eco, gardening and engineering competition all contribute to the children independently making decisions. Blogging, videos on you tube and the website all contribute to the wider community seeing the excellent work carried out at St John’s Primary.
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C2



C3



D1



D2 E



You have implemented appropriate assessment procedures which involve teachers planning formative assessment activities into lessons to gather evidence which can then be used to make summative judgements. These are then used to identify children for further support through pre teaching. You The purpose of science have carefully discussed the summative methods used too and set a big end assessment is well understood of unit project together with formal testing. Marking continues throughout and shared by the members the unit and the introduction of a skills and a knowledge based learning of the school community. objective for each lesson allows staff to feel more confident in delivering the Assessment approaches are full curriculum coverage. How will you moderate data across the school? You designed to fit those may wish to use some online exemplification resources to support teachers to purposes. moderate their judgements  PLAN resources http://www.ase.org.uk/resources/primary/plan/  TAPS project (focused assessment database) https://pstt.org.uk/resources/curriculummaterials/assessment It is great to see how much the children have enjoyed their science experiences with visits and events in school. You have certainly given them a range of opportunities and have taken their point of view into consideration. Parents’ comments highlight how good science is and the provision for the children. The Children enjoy their science STEM fair was a big hit and the Y6 leading the stalls at the discovery zone was experiences in school impressive. The quotes you shared show valued science is and how much the children enjoy their experiences. Have you seen the Goblin Kit cars? You can get a grant to help finance them and then build them as part of an engineering project and go on and race them at race tracks around the country. The reflection and portfolio show examples of cross curricular links with examples such as maths, literacy, computing, music and history. I like the example of the junk orchestra. Have you heard of the citizen science project counting the penguins? This real life research often makes the children feel like Science supports other areas real life scientists and they can do it on pcs or ipads and contributes to maximising https://www.penguinwatch.org/ whole school initiatives while You have clearly mapped out the science objectives so that they are covered retaining its unique status during forest school sessions and this is a whole school approach. I was particularly interested in the research involving OPAL. My school is just starting the OPAL journey so it was interesting to read about this. There is a range of different links to the environment including gardening, eco and recycling and have plans for national bird watch. There are clear links to This has been a strength of this submission. I am impressed not only by the outside agencies / support you have given other schools but also by the range of enrichment organisations /communities activities for the children in the school- fantastic! to enrich science teaching and learning General reflection if I read this section first to get a flavour of your school. Thank you for the appropriate information. After reading the comment from your hub leader about the quality of your work and the impact you have had in the local area- I’m excited to continue reading your submission!
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Overall comment



I am clear that you are an effective science leader and also passionate about the work you have done both in school and in support of the other schools, the local network and the wider community. You obviously work extremely hard as a science leader at St Johns CE Primary School and have an enthusiasm that spills over into children and colleagues, who take on board your suggestions, listen to your advice and feel confident in talking to you and taking your advice. Well done Beverley and the rest of the science team, you should be proud of all you have achieved this year, and look forward to building on the work you have already achieved. The children in your school get a very good deal for science and I’m so pleased that OFSTED recognised it and wrote about it in their report.



This submission meets the criteria for PSQM Gold level.



Anna M Hammill 9.8.17 Many congratulations. Director: Primary Science Quality Mark
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